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Let R be a simple ring with involution * and center Z. In [3] Herstein 
asked whether every skew element in R is a sum of commutators if 
char R # 2, dim, R > 4 (or Z = 0), and * is of the first kind. An affirmative 
answer to this question would yield a trivia1 solution to another problem 
raised by Martindale which has been settled recently [2]. When R is of finite 
dimension over Z, one can verify this assertion easily, say, by using the 
Noether-Skolem theorem and a trace argument. The infinite-dimensional 
case was hitherto unknown. Here we shall present an example of division 
rings with involution in which some skew elements cannot be so expressed. 
Such a class of division rings also appeared in [ 11, where it served as a 
counterexample to a question concerning projections in simple rings. 
Let F be a field with char F # 2 and L = F( . . . . x-,, x0, x, ,...) be the field 
extension by adjoining a countable set of indeterminates {x,},‘=“_, to F. Let 
u be the F-automorphism of L defined by a(x,J = x,+ i . Consider the u- 
twisted Laurent series algebra D = L((t; u)) in another indeterminate t, that 
is, the division algebra of formal Laurent series x2=, a,t” with 
componentwise addition and usual multiplication except that ta = u(a) t for 
a in L. An involution * can be defined on D by setting t* = t, a * = a for a 
in F 7 and x* = x-, for all n. It can be shown that the center of D is just F n 
and accordingly D is infinite-dimensional over its center and the involution * 
is of the first kind. 
Let [D, D] denote the additive subgroup generated by elements of the form 
[A, B] = AB - BA for A, B in D. We claim first that elements in [D, D] f7 
F[ . . . . x-,, x0, x, ,... ] must be of the form a -u(a) with a in 
F[ . . . . x-, , x0,x, ,... 1. Let A = Cz,, ai t’ and B = C,?, bj tj be two elements 
in D. Then the constant term of [A, B] is &+j=o [aiui(bj) - bju’(ai)]. 
Note that each term aiui(bj) - bjui(ai) = xij - aJ(xij), where xii = aiu’(bj). 
Using the fact that x - u”(x) = [x - u(x)] + [u(x) - u2(x)] + * * * + 
[u”-‘(x) - u”(x)] and x - u-‘(x) = [-a-‘(x)] - u[-u-‘(x)] we can 
express each term xii - uj(xij) as the sum of elements of the form y - u(y). 
The additivity of u makes the sum a single term. Hence the elements in 
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[D, D] n F( . . . . x- 1 , xg , x, ,...) are of the form u - o(a) with a in L. Now let 
d = a - a(a) be in F[x +,..., x,, ,..., xn] for some n. Write a = bc- ‘, where b, c 
are in the polynomial ring F[x-.,..., x ,,,..., xn] and c # 0. We may assume 
further that b and c are relatively prime since they are in a unique- 
factorization domain. Now d = bc-’ - u(b) a(c) -’ so &a(c) = ha(c) - 
u(b) c. Hence c divides bu,(c) and therefore divides u(c) since b is prime to c. 
Similarly we can obtain that u(c) divides c. That means, u(c) and c are 
associates, say, u(c) = ac for some a in F. This implies that c is in fact in F. 
That is, a is in F[x-, ,..., x, ,..., xn]. 
We are now in a position to pick a skew element not in [D, D]. Consider 
the element k = xix, -x-,x:. If k is in [D, D], then k = a - u(a) for some 
a in F[ . . . . x_ 1, x,,, x, ,... 1. The equality xix, -x-,x: = a - u(u) implies that 
the smallest index n such that x, occurs in a is -1 and the largest index is 0. 
In other words, a lies in F[x-, , x0] actually. Write a = aJx_,) + 
~,(x-~)x~ + -a. +a,(x-Jx,“, where each a,(x-,) is a polynomial over F. 
Thus x:x1 -x-,x; = ao(x-,)+a,(x-,)x,+... +a,(~-,)xr-a,(x,)- 
a,(xJ x, - .a. - a,(x,,) xy. Hence ai = 0 for i > 2 and aI = -xi by 
comparing the coefficients of the x;. That is, xix, -x-,x: = a,,(x- ,) - 
XT I x0 - a,(x,) + xix,, and hence -x _, xi = aO(x- ,) - x’ I x0 - ao(xo). But 
then ao(x,,) must be in F because no monomial of F[x,] appears on the left 
side. So we have -x- , xi = -x5 ixO, an absurd conclusion. Hence the skew 
element k = xix, - x-,x: cannot be written as a sum of commutators in D. 
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